Instructor Mandy,

you're doing great.

More practice problems similar to exam questions please.

Thanks.
I would like to take care of through the season a bit sooner.
class is great
thanks!
think I aced
this midterm
too!
I really like lectures because you explain everything very thoroughly. I wish you did podcasts, because I missed one lecture and felt very behind. Your review session caught me all up though! The only thing I dislike about lectures is how people will ask the same question over and over and not understand. It's annoying. But you are an amazing teacher! Thanks so much!
- Doing great
- Can't get enough
- So over more examples!
No comments or complaints aside from the fact that we need a better eraser for the board!

...That, and I like your teaching style.
Lecture is really helpful. I tried to take this class in the spring, but I dropped it because the professor was very confusing. You teach everything very clearly and thoroughly. I understand most of the material the first time you explain it.
I think your doing wonderful, I'm learning
Calculus alot better then I thought,
I have taken PreCalculus so much of this is
Refresher but I was so confused most of the
time in my precalculus class that I really
didn't want to take calculus. But you are
great at explaining everything.

You and matt are doing a awesome!

Thanks
I like in lecture when you reiterate things and don't skip any steps! Sometimes have a hard time hearing you but that's all. 😊
I like the quizzes—they're good practical review.

Can you write the question each example corresponds to more often in lecture?

It would be helpful to have answers to check practice tests against.